
boolean & if-then-else
Lecture 03

• Step 1: Open VSCode and its Integrated Terminal

• Step 2: npm run pull

• Step 3: npm run start

• Step 4: Open another tab to pollev.com/comp110



Assignments Out

• Problem Set 0 – Due tomorrow at 11:59pm

• Worksheet 0 – Due Tuesday at 11:59pm
• Because we grade worksheets manually, we cannot accept worksheets 

beyond 24h after the deadline.

• We will drop the lowest worksheet score of the semester.

• Instructions for scanning and uploading are on the comp110.com website



Labor Day Vacation's Special
Office Hours & Review Sessions Schedule

• Office Hours in Sitterson 008 open today until 8pm and tomorrow 
until 5pm (Labor day)

• Office hours *not* open Sunday nor Monday

• Small group review sessions on Thursdays and Fridays in Fred Brooks 
008 from 2pm to 6pm Thurs, 2pm to 5pm Fri (Labor day)



Warm-up #1: Given the two separate programs A and B 
below, which one will print 110? pollev.com/comp110

function assign(x: number): void {
let y: number;
y = x;

}

function main(): void {
let y: number = 0;
assign(110);
print(y);

}

main();

let y: number = 0;

function assign(x: number): void {
y = x;

}

function main(): void {
assign(110);
print(y);

}

main();

A B



function assign(x: number): void {
let y: number;
y = x;

}

function main(): void {
let y: number = 0;
assign(110);
print(y);

}

main();

Tracing A - Incorrect - Prints 0



let y: number = 0;

function assign(x: number): void {
y = x;

}

function main(): void {
assign(110);
print(y);

}

main();

Tracing B - Correct - Prints 110



"Global" Variables

• Variables declared outside of functions are called global variables.

• Functions in the same file can read and assign values to global variables.

• Useful for keeping track of the state of a program...
• i.e. a player's score in a game

• i.e. a user's responses to a series of questions

• In our early days as a programmers, global variables are OK to use.
• We will learn better ways to keep track of state later in the semester, though!



Warm-up #2: What is the output of the 
following program? pollev.com/comp110

let x: number = 110;
let y: number = 401;

function main(): void {
let temp: number;
temp = x;
x = y;
y = temp;
print(x + ", " + y);

}

main();



Concatenation - string's + Operator

• When you "add" two Strings together it is called Concatenation

let example: string = "Hello" + "World";

// example's value is now "HelloWorld"

• Concatenation means, simply, to "join" one string to another. When the program 
concatenates two strings, the result is a single String value.

• You can also concatenate numerical types to a String. This is very useful!

let answer: number = 42;

let example2: string = "The answer is " + answer; 

// example2's value is now "The answer is 42"



The boolean type

• Only two possible values: true or false

• A built-in, simple data type just like string and number

• Exist in every programming language and fundamental to 
computational logic.



How do we compare number and string data?

Test Math TypeScript Operator

"is greater than?" > >

"is at least?" ≥ >=

"is less than?" < <

"is at most?" ≤ <=

"is equal to?" = ===

"is not equal to?" ≠ !==

… with relational and equality operators!



Hands-on #1) Boolean Expressions

• Open Lecture 3's 00-booleans-app.ts program

• There are some number and string variables declared at the top of the file 
you will make use of in the subsequent print statements.

• Your goal is to get each of the print statements to print true using the 
prescribed operator (i.e. >, >=, ===, etc) and any two of the variables 
available.

• Check-in on PollEv.com/comp110 once you are printing all true values.



The equal to Operator is ===

• THREE equals symbols side-by-side means "is equal to?"

1 === 1 … true               1 === 2 … false

• Important! Equality operator is very different from the assignment operator.
• = is read as "is assigned a value of"

• === is read as "is equal to?"

• let b: boolean = x === y;
• "The boolean variable b is declared and assigned an initial value of testing 'is x equal 

to y?'"

• Use only w/ simple types (string, number, boolean), not w/ Objects/Arrays.



The not equal to Operator is !==

• The ! symbol in many programming languages means "NOT"

1 !== 1 … false

1 !== 2 … true

• let b: boolean = x !== y;
• "The boolean variable b is declared and assigned an initial value of 

testing 'is x not equal to y?'"



Follow-along: if-then statements

• Open 01-if-then-app.ts

• We will write our first if-then statement!

if (humidity > 70) {
print("It is humid.");

}



if-then Statements

• General form of an if-then statement:

if (<"test" - boolean expression>) {

<then block – runs when test is true>

}

• if-then is a statement. It can be written anywhere you can write a statement.

• The test you place in the parenthesis must be a boolean expression.

• The statements within the curly brace "then block" will run if the test expression 
evaluates to true. Otherwise, the computer will jump over the then block.



if-then Statements

• In a flow chart ("control flow") we draw an 
if-then statement as a diamond.

• It will have two arrows coming out. We 
label these arrows for the two cases:
• true will point to code in the then block

• false will point to code following the then 
block

falseif
test

then

true



print("The humidity is...");

if (humidity >= 70) 

{
print("It is humid.");

}

print("Have a great day :)");

false

true



Hands-on #2: Write your own if-then 
statement

• Open 02-if-then-else-app.ts

• Under the TODO comment, write an if-then statement that will print 
"It is hot." if the value of the temperature variable is greater than 80 
degrees.

• Try changing the value of the temperature variable to convince 
yourself it works.

• Check-in on pollev.com/comp110 once complete



How do we perform a different action when 
the test condition is false?



Follow-along #2: Writing an if-then-else 
statement

1. Still in 03-if-then-else-app.ts, we will add an else statement 
together

if (temperature > 80) {
print("It is hot.");

} else {
print("It is nice outside.");

}



if-then-else Statements

• General form of an if-then-else statement:

if (<"test" - boolean expression>) {
<then block – runs when test is true>

} else {
<else block – runs when test is false>

}

• Works the same as an if-then statement, however, when the test expression 
evaluates to false the statements within the else block will run.

• Once either block completes, the computer resumes at the next line following the 
else block.



if-then-else Statements

• Notice, like the if-then statement, the 
then block runs only when the test 
condition is true

• Unlike the if-then statement, the else block 
runs only when the test condition is false

• After either the then-block or else-block 
complete, they both continue to the same 
next step

falseif
test

then

else

true



Hands-on #3) Write an if-then-else statement

1. Open 03-number-game-app.ts

2. Implement the logic described in the TODO using an if-then-else 
statement:

3. Choose any number you'd like to be your answer for your program.
IF the user guesses it correctly, call the function named correct
OTHERWISE, call the function named incorrect

4. Check-in when you have completed #3: pollev.com/comp110



Nesting if-then-else statements 
within if-then-else statements

• The then and else blocks contain 
one or more statements…

• …but isn't if-then a statement?
• Yes!

• You can write further if-then
statements inside of then or else 
blocks and the same rules apply.



Hands-on #4) Write an if-then-else statement

1. Still in 03-number-game-app.ts

2. Inside of the else block, rather than calling the function named 
incorrect, write an if-then-else statement with this logic:

3. If the user's guess was TOO HIGH, call the function named lower,
otherwise, call the function named higher

4. Check-in when you have completed #3: pollev.com/comp110



if (guess === 42) {
correct();

} else {
if (guess > 42) {

lower();
} else {

higher();
}

}



Warm-down Question: 
What is the output of 
the following code?

function a(): void {
print("a");
b();
print("a");

}

function b(): void {
print("b");
c();
print("b");

}

function c(): void {
print("c");

}

a();


